
ABSTRACT 

YANG, CHIH-HSIANG.  Nano-Crystalline Manipulation to Achieve Laser-based Crack-

Free Edge Isolation for Silicon-Based Solar Cells. (Under the direction of Dr. Juei-Feng Tu). 

 

 

Using silicon-based solar cells with high efficiency and long lifespan as a renewable and 

green energy source can not only greatly reduce dollar-per-watt ratios but also be eco-

friendly.  During the manufacturing of solar cell, a very important step called edge isolation 

process affects IV characteristics of solar cell, which is critical to the efficiency of itself.  

Deep and crack-free edge isolation to increase shunt resistance in the solar cell achieves 

higher efficiency and eliminates the source of fatigue cracks to extend lifespan of solar cells.  

The deeper edge isolation grooves can be created by focusing the laser deep into the solar 

cell substrate.  However, previous experiments done on Si wafer using pulsed laser shows 

there is possibility of void generation when laser is focused deep into the material.  In 

addition, compared with shorter wavelength (532 or 355nm), the laser absorption of silicon 

wafer is less and the possibility to form micro cracks is higher during the processing of fiber 

laser with 1064-nm wavelength.  Silicon wafers are semi-transparent to the near infrared light 

and have a temperature dependence of optical property that a higher temperature leads to 

higher laser energy absorption.  By manipulating temperature of solar cells combining with 

scribing speed, focus position, and laser power of solar cells, it is confirmed from the 

experiments that deeper and narrower grooves can be scribed using Continuous Wave (CW) 

laser to maximize the active area of solar cell and consequently, its efficiency.  The depth of 

the grooves can be initially predicted from the 2D model for different speeds and powers.  

The experiments are conducted by using 300W single mode fiber laser with 1075-nm 

wavelength. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Solar energy, radiant light and heat from the sun, is a clean, reliable, and renewable 

source of power.  Among all the renewable energy sources such as wind, tides, and 

geothermal energy, solar power is the primary source of energy.  We humans have always 

harnessed the energy of the sun as far back as we have existed on the planet using a range of 

ever-evolving technologies; without it, life would not exist on our planet. 

 

Nowadays, although there are many renewable source of power, humans still rely on the 

conventional energy resource, and fossil fuels are the main sources that we use every day.  

As far as convenience and efficiency are concerned, consumption of fossil fuels can be seen 

everywhere in our daily life, from generation of electricity to power source to drive vehicles.  

However, this kind of resources is not infinite.  In addition, they cause the main air pollution 

which is attributed to the global warming when burned.  Compared to fossil fuels, the sun is 

unique and infinite source of free and clean power, delivering more than 1000 kWh/m², and 

this amount is equal to 100 liters of heating oil.  It would be great if the solar energy can be 

used more widely and more efficiently. 

 

Another source of energy secondary to fossil fuels is nuclear power, which is considered 

to mitigate global warming.  Nuclear power generation have many advantages, such as 

relatively low emission of carbon dioxide and high density of electricity generation, 

nevertheless, there are lots of severe disadvantages of it.  The radioactive waste from nuclear 

energy is dangerous and cannot be disposed safely.  Moreover, building a nuclear plant with 

100% security is impossible; the consequence of martial attacks, natural disasters or 

accidents like Japan nuclear crisis caused by earthquake would be absolutely devastating not 

only for human being but also the nature.  For several reasons, nuclear power is neither green 

and sustainable nor renewable. 
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Unlike fossil fuels and nuclear power, which are harmful to the earth, renewable energy 

has less impact on the environment.  Although renewable energy production has some 

drawbacks, mainly associated with the use of large of tracts of land that affects animal 

habitats and outdoor scenery, the clean, sustainable, and reliable properties of it are still 

appealing.   

 

Solar power, which can be converted into electricity by solar cells, is the primary source 

of power among all the renewable energy sources.  Solar cells are made of silicon around 95 

percents and are also are described as photovoltaic cells when the light source is not 

necessarily sunlight (lamplight, artificial light, etc.).  Crystalline-silicon and thin films are the 

two widely used form of solar cells.  The awareness of using solar cell technology to produce 

energy has been increasing; nowadays, the electricity generated through solar technology is 

widely being used to power homes, cars and appliances.  This has made solar technology to 

be one of the most important advances in technology in recent times. 
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

2.1 Si-based Solar Cell 

    Solar cell, which is usually made of crystalline silicon, is an electrical device that can 

convert the energy of the light into electricity.  Since the si-based solar cell is a 

semiconductor material that has special electrical properties, it allows the emission of 

electrons when light shines on the surface of the material, known as photovoltaic effect(PV 

effect).  After that, electrons flow out of the solar cell, and a current is formed. (Scott 2000) 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Model of a crystalline solar cell (Solar Energy Ireland 2000) 

 

A Silicon-based solar cell consists of several different parts, as shown in Figure 2.1.  

How silicon makes a solar cell and how it converts light directly into electricity?  First of all 

it starts with highly purified silicon.  From the periodic table, it is known that a silicon atom 

totally has fourteen electrons, and the outer shell, however, is only half full with just four 

electrons.  In order to stay in the stable state, a silicon atom will share electrons with four 

nearby atoms; each atom has four hands joined to four neighbors.  That's what forms the 

crystalline structure. (ibid) 
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Figure 2.2 P-type and N-type Silicon Semiconductor(Solar Journey USA) 

 

Since the electrons are unable to move freely in the crystalline structure due to the 

strong bonds between each atom, pure crystalline silicon is a poor conductor of electricity.  

A process called doping, which means adding impurities to the pure silicon, can improve its 

conductivity.  As shown in Figure 2.2, boron, which only has three electrons in the outer 

shell, is doped into the silicon to form a free “hole”(missing electron).  This kind of doped 

silicon is called p-type silicon because one electron is missing, and it has free openings and 

carries the positive charge.  On the other hand, phosphorous has five electrons in its outer 

shell, so it creates additional free electron when combing with silicon.  Silicon doped with 

phosphorous is called n-type because of the prevalence of free electrons, relatively negative. 

(ibid) 
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Figure 2.3 P-N Junction and Depletion Zone (SPECMAT Ltd. 2009) 

 

    When the silicon wafers respectively are doped with boron(p-type) and phosphorous(n-

type), they are electrically neutral.  However, if the p-type and n-type silicon come into 

contact, P-N junction is formed.  The electrons diffusing across the junction from n-type side 

into p-type side quickly recombine with some of the majority holes there, likewise holes 

moving from the p-type side to the n-type side, then forming electron-hole pairs.  Figure 2.3 

illustrates the diffusion.  After the equilibrium of diffusion of electrons and holes is reached, 

a “barrier” called depletion zone shown in Figure 2.3 appears, resisting the further transfer 

which makes it more difficult for electrons to move from n-type side into p-type side.  

Therefore, an electric field separates the two sides. (ibid)  

 

As light, in the form of photons, with enough energy, are incident on the solar cell, 

electron-hole pairs are broken by them, each of them freeing exactly one electron.  The 

electric field will send the electron to the n-side and the hole to the p-side.  When an external 

current path is provided, like the consumer in Figure 2.1, electrons will flow through the path 

to the p-type side to unite with holes that the electric field sent there; a current is formed.  In 

addition, the cell's electric field provides a voltage.  With both current and voltage, the power 

is generated. (ibid) 
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2.2 I-V Characteristic of Solar Cell 

 

    In principle, a solar cell is a simple semiconductor device that converts light into electric 

energy, also called PV (Photovoltaic) cells.  The conversion is accomplished by absorbing 

light, then ionizing crystal atoms creating free, negatively charged electrons and positively 

charged ions, and that is how current is formed.  In addition, the p-n junction forms electric 

field providing voltage output.  Therefore, one can use solar cells as a power source. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 IV curve for solar cell and solar cell as current source parallel with diode  

 

    The performance of solar cell is determined by estimating the generated power output.  

The solar cell has current-voltage characteristic curves representing the relationship between 

current and voltage produced by the solar cell, which are nonlinear and rectifying as shown 

in Figure2.4.  I-V curves are plotted in a condition that the exposure of light is maintained at 

constant level at constant cell temperature.   
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    In Figure 2.4, the x-axis and y-axis represent the voltage and current, respectively.  It 

shows that the I-V curve will lift up when the intensity of incident light increases, but it is 

still the same as the curve in diode mode.  The solar cell is usually operated in reverse bias 

mode.  Solar cell acts as a diode when there is no current produced without light incident to it.  

Depending on both the intensity and wavelength of the incident light, solar cell can produce 

different current, which is proportional to the intensity of incident light. (National 

Instruments, 2009)   

 

    Let Il be the current produced by the photoelectric effect and ID be the diode current in an 

ideal cell.  The total current I is calculated from the difference between Il and ID. 

The equation (ibid) for the total current I is written as, 

 

                             I = Il –ID = Il – I0( e
qV/kT

 – 1)                                                                    (2.1) 

 

Where I0 – Saturation current of the diode 

            q – Elementary charge 1.6x10
-19

 Coulombs 

            k – Constant of value 1.38x10
-23

J/K 

            T –Cell temperature in Kelvin 

            V–Measured cell voltage which is either produced or applied  

 

The above equation (ibid) can be expanded to, 

 

                             I = Il – I0( exp
[q(V+I.Rs)/n.k.T]

 -1) – (V+I.Rs)/Rsh                                                               (2.2)            

         

Where Rs – Series resistance 

           Rsh – Shunt resistance 

            

 n- Diode ideality factor. It is the measure of how closely a diode follows the ideal           

diode equation. Its value is between 1 and 2. 
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The equivalent circuit of the solar cell is shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Equivalent circuit for the solar cell (National Instruments, 2009) 

 

    The load resistance is varied from zero to infinity and the I-V graph is plotted.  I-V curve 

is shown in Figure 2.6.  ISC represents the short circuit current and VOC represents the open 

circuit voltage. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 IV curve for Solar cell (National Instruments, 2009) 
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2.2.1 Fill Factor (FF) 

 

    Fill Factor is measured as the rectangular area of I-V curve. It is the measurement of 

quality of a solar cell.  The Fill Factor can be calculated by comparing maximum power 

(PMAX) to the theoretical power (PT).  Theoretical power can be assumed as power output at 

short circuit current and open circuit voltage. (ibid) 

 

                   FF = PMAX / PT  = (IMP.VMP) / (ISC.VOC)                                                            (2.3)    

Where   ISC = IMAX = Il for forward bias quadrant       

             VOC = VMAX for forward bias quadrant             

              IMP and VMP = current and voltage at the maximum power point, respectively                                      

    The Fill Factor represents the degree to which the voltage at the maximum power point 

matches with the open circuit voltage and to which the current at the maximum power point 

matches with the short circuit current. (ibid) 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Fill Factor (National Instruments, 2009) 
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    The larger fill factor is desired as it approaches to the rectangular area of IV curve. Fill 

Factor is represented in percentage.  Typically values of fill factors are between 0.5 and 0.82.  

The efficiency of the cell is decreased due to the loss of power across internal resistances.  

These resistances are represented as shunt resistances and series resistances in the equivalent 

circuit diagram of the solar cell.  In an ideal situation, it is desired that the value of shunt 

resistance is infinite and the series resistance should have zero value.  If the shunt resistance 

has infinite value, it will not provide an alternate path for current and if the series resistance 

has zero value, there will not be any voltage drop before the load. (ibid) 
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2.2.2 Shunt Resistance (RSH) and Series resistance (RS) 

        

 

Figure 2.8 Effect of series and shunt resistances on IV curve (National Instruments, 

2009) 

 

    Figure 2.8 shows the effect of resistances on the IV curve.  Increasing the series resistance 

and decreasing shunt resistance will decrease the fill factor hence will decrease the efficiency 

of the solar cell.  To achieve the maximum efficiency, the value of shunt resistance should 

tend to infinity and the value of the series resistance should tend to zero.  Though infinite 

shunt resistance is desired for maximum power output of the solar cell, during the 

manufacturing process of the solar cell, an alternate conducting path is formed between p-

type and n-type semiconductor layers resulting in decreased shunt resistances. (ibid) 
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2.3 Manufacturing of Si-based Solar Cell 

 

    Nowadays, the manufacturing of silicon-based solar cell is relatively energy-intensive 

process which involves polishing, etching, and doping of silicon wafer.  Since silicon wafer 

fabrication and solar cell module assembly accounts for 25 to 30 percent of the total cost, 

many plants are built at a site where there is an abundant source of reliable and cheap energy 

to reduce the cost of manufacturing process.  Furthermore, many solar cell plants are located 

near crystal growing and casting plants to secure a wafer supply to their cell plants, which 

means they are a very close chain, cannot be separated. (How Products Are Made) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 Principle of Different Silicon Wafer Manufacturing Processes (How 

Products Are Made, 2006) 
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2.3.1 Purifying Silicon 

 

    Silicon, the raw material of solar cell, is the second most abundant element available on 

earth; It usually exists as a form of silicon dioxide like sand or crushed quartz.  Silicon is 

derived from silicon dioxide in an electric arc furnace, where a carbon arc is applied to 

release the oxygen.  The products are carbon dioxide and molten silicon; however, the 

resulting silicon with 99 percent of purity is still not good enough to be processed for solar 

cells, requiring further purification. 

 

   After the initial purification, the 99 percent pure silicon can be purified even further in the 

floating zone process shown in Figure 2.8 to reach the standard of solar cell industry.  To 

eliminate the one percent impurities, a rod of silicon is passed through a heated zone several 

times in the same direction.  Consequently, the impurities are dragged toward one end with 

each pass, then removing the impure end; the rest of silicon is considered pure. 

 

2.3.2 Making Single Crystalline Silicon 

 

    Solar cells are made from silicon wafer sliced from silicon ingot, and single crystalline 

silicon is preferred for fabrication of solar cell.  A process called Czochralski method shown 

in Figure 2.8 is developed to make single crystalline silicon from polycrystalline structures.  

In this process, a seed crystal of silicon is dipped into melted polycrystalline silicon. When 

the seed crystal rotates as it is withdrawn, a cylindrical ingot of silicon is formed.  Pulling 

speed of seed crystal is adjusted depending on the desired size of silicon wafer, and 

meanwhile, the temperature of molten silicon is maintained. 
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2.3.3 Producing silicon wafers 

 

    Silicon wafers for solar cell manufacturing, whose thickness is around 200 to 300 microns, 

are sliced from the silicon ingot using single-thin metal saw coated with diamond.  Since the 

silicon is a fragile material, during the slicing process, one-half of the silicon is wasted in the 

form of sawdust, produced from each cut as wide as the diamond saw.  In addition, more 

material is most if the wafer is cut into rectangular or hexagonal shape.  Silicon wafers in 

rectangular or hexagonal shape is good for solar cell assembly in terms of space; they can be 

fitted together perfectly. 

 

2.3.4 Wafer Polishing and Etching 

 

    To have good electrical and optical properties, silicon wafers for solar cell need extra 

processing.  The solar cell surface becomes glassy after polishing by using chemicals, and 

mirror-like surface provides good junctions with metals for electrical contacts.  On the other 

hand, however, the surface is not good for light absorption, so pyramid texture needs to be 

added to it, done by chemical etching after the metal contacts are made.  After that, the 

surfaces of silicon wafer are improved to be good absorption of light as it provides oblique 

surface to the incident light. 

 

2.3.5 Doping and P-N Junction 

 

    To dope silicon wafer, a small amount of boron is introduced to it during Czochralski 

process so that it becomes p-type silicon.  The wafer is then heated to the melting point of 

silicon in a furnace with phosphorous gas. To ensure a uniform p-n junction of proper depth, 

the top few microns of the wafer is converted to n-type, and the temperature and time given 

to the process is carefully controlled. 
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2.3.6 Placing front electrical contacts and back metal coating 

 

    Electrical contacts provide connection to each solar cell to another and to the receiver of 

produced current.  The contacts in the front, which are made of silver, nickel or copper, have 

to be very thin to ensure more available surface area for incident light.  On the other hand, 

the back metal coating is for reflecting back the light which penetrates though the wafer to 

increase the efficiency of solar cell. 

 

2.3.7 Applying Anti-Reflective Coating 

 

    To reduce the amount of light lost up to 35 percent due to the shiny surface of silicon, the 

transparent anti-reflective coating is applied on the top surface of solar cell to have maximum 

absorption of incident light.  The material of anti-reflective coating most commonly used is 

silicon oxide. There are two ways to do it, either sputtering the material or make the silicon 

wafer itself to react with oxygen- or nitrogen-containing gases to form silicon oxide or nitride 

with thickness less than 0.1 micron.   

 

2.3.8 Edge Isolation 

 

    The main purpose of edge isolation is to isolate p-type and n-type silicon electrically.  

Without proper edge isolation, an undesirable electric path will form to allow electrons 

liberated by sunlight to rejoin positive carriers (the holes) instead of flowing through the 

external circuit.  This topic will be further discussed in detail in 2.5. 
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2.4 Quality and Efficiency of Si-based Solar Cell 

 

    In solar cell manufacturing, quality is considered one of the most important things since 

the overall efficiency of the solar cell can be greatly or adversely affected by the differences 

in the manufacturing processes.  Many researchers are concentrating on improving the 

efficiency of each solar cell over a longer lifetime and finding a new process to replace the 

conventional one.  The efficiency of solar cells being used these days is between 14 and 18 

Percent. (Markvart & Castaner, 2005)      

 

    Efficiency of the solar cell is defined as the percentage of incident light absorbed by solar 

cell then converted into electricity. It is the ratio of output power of the solar cell to the input 

power of the incident light. 

                                                                          η = Pout / Pin                                                                               

(2.1)    

At the maximum power point, the solar cell operates at maximum efficiency. 

                                                                         ηMAX = PMAX / Pin                                                                        

(2.2)    

 

 

    The way to calculate the input power converted from incident light is the product of the 

light irradiance and the surface area of solar cell.   Except for the intensity and wavelength of 

the light, there are other factors like natural resistance, temperature, reflection and electric 

resistance which affect the efficiency of the solar cell. 
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2.4.1 Improving efficiency 

 

    There are several ways to improve efficiency of solar cell.  First of all, the efficiency can 

be improved by changing the design of solar cell.  When higher efficiencies are desired, 

adding a semiconductor of lower gap on the bottom as tandem solar cells can be beneficial.  

In this case, the photons not absorbed in the top cell can be absorbed at the second layer. 

(Gee and Virshup, 1988)  Furthermore, different materials with better light absorptivity such 

as mono-crystalline photovoltaic or conductive polymers can convert light into electricity 

more efficiently. (National Instrument, 2009)   

 

    Although the efficiency of solar cell can be increased by using different materials or 

design, the improvement is limited and the manufacturing cost is still high.  Most current 

research therefore aims for increasing this efficiency or reducing solar cell cost in order to 

have higher price/performance ratio solar cell.  There are innovations needed to replace the 

conventional manufacturing methods or to develop cheaper alternatives to expensive solar 

cell. 

 

2.4.2 Solar Cells with Shunts 

 

    The shunt is an undesired path with lower resistances for current flow, causing efficiency 

loss due to the emitter at the edge of the cells or the metal contacts.  Shunted cells 

significantly reduce average efficiencies, result in modules with poor low light performance 

and reduce the total yield. (Abbott, 2007)  In solar cell, as the current generated by photons 

leaks though the shunts it decreases the current generated by solar cell thereby reducing the 

fill factor and the open circuit voltage. (Breitenstein,2004) 
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    Shunt cans be defined as any local site where the local current exceeds the homogeneously 

flowing current.  There are several types of shunt have been found in mono- and multi-

crystalline solar cells.  These shunts are different by the type of their I-V characteristics 

(linear or nonlinear) and by their physical origin.  In general, shunt types can be either 

process-induced or caused by grown-in defects of the material.  The most dominant type of 

shunt is linear edge shunt, which is process-induced, due to incompletely opened emitter at 

edge.  The incompletely opened emitter is caused by improper edge isolation techniques, 

which is to isolate n-type layer and p-type cell electrically. (Breitenstein,2004)These shunts 

are accounted for 80% of the loss of power. The electrical isolation between p-type and n-

type semiconductors can be achieved by creating a groove along the edges. (Hamammu and 

Ibrahim, 2002) 

 

    Another type of process-induced liner shunt occurs because of the cracks in the silicon 

wafers, so-called volume shunts, as shown in Figure 2.9. Volume shunts are caused by 

material defects in the bulk. Volume shunts are accounted for 20% of the loss occurs due to 

shunts After the process of doping the n-type layer, it is possible that during adding the front 

metal contact or back metal coating, metal paste penetrates through the cracks, providing 

conduction between the p-n junction. (Breitenstein,2004) These shunts cannot be removed 

without destroying the solar cell; however, shunted regions isolation technique can reduce 

the impact of shunted regions in poor quality solar cells. The technique can increase the 

efficiency of a badly shunted solar cell from 9.6% to 13.3%. (Abbott, 2007)   
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Figure 2.10 A commercial solar cell with a fatigue crack through the whole cell. 

 

2.5 Edge Isolation 

 

    Edge isolation is a very important part of all silicon-based solar cell production process, 

and it greatly affects the efficiency of the cells.  The main purpose of edge isolation is to 

isolate p-type and n-type silicon electrically.  Without proper edge isolation, an undesirable 

electric path (shunt) will form to allow electrons liberated by sunlight to rejoin positive 

carriers (the holes) instead of flowing through the external circuit.  The edge isolation 

process is to remove the phosphorous diffusion (n-type layer) with a thickness 10 to 20 µm 

around the edge of the cell by creating narrow and continuous grooves through the boron 

diffusion (p-type layer) so that the front emitter is electrically isolated from the cell rear, as 

shown in Figure.2.9.  To optimize the isolation grooves to ensure the maximum area for 

sunlight absorption, those groove must be as close as possible to the edges of the front 

surface and as narrow as possible. 
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Figure 2.11 A functional Si-based solar cell panel with metal contacts and anti-

reflection coating 

 

By creating isolation grooves to isolate p-type and n-type silicon electrically, the edge shunt 

can be removed.  Many different techniques to achieve edge isolation have been developed, 

including laser isolation, mechanical edge isolation, plasma edge isolation, and wet chemical 

etching. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Laser Edge Isolation 

 

    The laser edge isolation of solar cells is a new mechanical process to melt and evaporate 

material by scribing the cells with laser beam to remove edge shunts pathway.   A laser-

scribed thin groove through the n-type to p-type layer along the edges can make the front 

emitter electrically isolated.  Typically, groove is 10 to 20 μm deep and less than 20 μm wide.   

 

    In most solar cell processes, edge isolation is an important step.  To reduce the dominant 

cost within silicon-based solar cell manufacturing, wafers with larger size thinner than 

today’s industry standard of 220 μm are considered dominant in the next generation.  Since 

thinner and larger wafers are increasingly fragile and mechanically vulnerable, needless to 

say, the noncontact nature of laser edge isolation processes offers profound benefits versus 

any contact-based alternative. In addition, the laser processing is fast, easy to align and no 

chemicals or susceptible mechanics are needed compared to wet chemical etching and 

plasma edge isolation.  The greener processing is one of the clear advantages of laser that can 

resonate with solar company mission statements and marketing campaigns. (Colville and 

Dunsky, 2008)  

 

    However, the laser technique is not perfect. Lower laser intensity leads to insufficient 

depth of the isolation grooves, resulting in lower shunt resistance that can damage the 

efficiency. On the other hand, there is a possibility that micro cracks can be formed during 

laser processing with 1064 nm wavelengths or when the grooves are too deep.  Any micro 

crack can become crack fronts, leading to crack propagation and eventual total fractures and 

cell failure. In addition, internal shunts can be formed when micro cracks combing with 

metal paste during the metal contact coating.  Micro cracks are the key limit factor since they 

greatly decrease the yield of production lines. There are needs to eliminate those 

disadvantages to make the laser processing better. (ibid) 
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3.2 Plasma Etching Edge Isolation 

 

    Plasma etching of wafer stacks to remove shunts is a very common technique in industry 

and has been the standard procedure for silicon-based solar cell for many years.  In the 

process, the solar cells are stacked together and then are put into a vacuum chamber. The 

etching is done in a fluoride/oxide plasma environment.  The waste gases produced by 

plasma etching are toxic and need to be filtered and washed before disposal into atmosphere.  

Typically material of thickness 2-5 μm is removed from the edges as the front n-doped area 

is electrically isolated from the back contact surface. (Arumughan, et al, 2005) 

 

    The reasons why plasma edge isolation is so common in industry are because the coin 

stacking method ensures high throughput and low cost per wafer.  This method also avoids 

handling of dangerous chemicals, produces less waste of silicon and ensures larger active 

area of solar cell. The waste silicon mass produced when processing 500 wafers sized 

125×125mm² is less than 9g.   However, this method is not in-line process; as the stacking of 

the wafers is required, careful handling of the wafers is required for stacking and reducing 

the wafer damages.  Since the next-generation solar cell will be thinner and larger in order to 

potentially reduce the process cost, alternative methods need to be developed to replace the 

plasma etching edge isolation due to non-in line process and mechanically vulnerable 

property of silicon wafers. (ibid) 
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3.3 Wet chemical Etching Edge Isolation 

 

    In chemical etching process, the edge isolation is done chemically by removing the rear 

side emitter after the light emitter diffusion.  The wafers travel through an etching bath which 

is filled up to a certain level to achieve that only one side of the wafers in is contact with the 

etching solution.  The etching parameters (etching depth and speed) can be varied depending 

on the wafer transport velocity, etching bath concentration and temperature. There is no loss 

in active cell area because this technique removes only 5 μm from the rear side. The waste 

silicon mass produced when processing 500 wafers sized 125×125mm² is 91g (Arumughan, 

et al, 2005) 

 

    Compared to laser isolation, the process involves stacking of the wafers as plasma etching, 

so careful handling of the wafers is required for stacking and reducing the wafer damages.  

There is a new method is developed by RENA with InOxSide tool.  This is in-line process 

hence the continuous production line is not interrupted. The main advantage of this process is 

that the front side of the wafer is not damaged as it does not come in contact with the etching 

chemical. Nevertheless, the most important thing is, the etching of the edges is carried out by 

the chemicals like KOH, which is hazardous to human body and the environment. Using 

solar cell is a concept that is eco-friendly and is considered as a green energy, so there is no 

point to involve toxic chemical that is harmful to the nature during the manufacturing process. 
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3.4 Conventional Mechanical Edge Isolation 

 

    Conventional mechanical edge isolations include grinding the wafer edge with sandpaper, 

cutting the edge with a diamond dicing saw, and sawing grooves with a diamond dicing saw.  

Typically, thickness of the dicing saw is 0.1 μm. During the edge isolation process, material 

of thickness 1-2 mm is cut or grinded from the edges. After the edge isolation process, the 

active cell area is reduced by 3-6%, resulting in reduction of the short circuit current 

produced by the cell. 

    Although those conventional methods can provide good shunt resistance, so they have 

better performance in terms of efficiency, a huge amount of silicon debris are generated 

during the process; this waste cannot be recycled.  The waste silicon mass produced when 

processing 500 wafers sized 125×125mm² is 174.75g.  Moreover, compared to other methods, 

conventional mechanical edge isolation results in a loss of active area.  Due to the brittle 

nature of silicon-based solar cell, the contact nature of grinding or cutting methods 

potentially damages the solar cells, leading to crack propagation and eventually total 

fractures. 

 

We can summerize the different edge isolation techiniques in the following table. 

Table 3.1Comparison of different edge isolation techniques (RAJULE, 2009) 

 

Edge Isolation 

Process 

Process Technique Production 

Technique 

Disadvantages 

Mechanical Cutting off edges In-Line Waste of material 

Chemical/Plasma 

Etching 

Etching away n-type 

layer from sides 

Stacking of wafer Hazardous 

Environment 

Laser Scribing along the 

edges 

In-line Higher power 

induces cracks 
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4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The research objectives of this thesis are to 

 To investigate the feasibility of temperature manipulation for crack-free laser 

isolation 

 To investigate the effect of  laser focusing, power and speed on the depth and width 

of   the edge isolation groove. 

 To optimize the systematic process design for crack-free isolation with sufficient 

groove width and depth 

With respect to above research objectives, the following research approaches are conducted: 

 Study of temperature dependent optical properties of silicon 

 Modeling the laser scribing process 

 Experimental investigation for the effects of temperature control, laser focusing, 

power and scribing speed. 

 Optimize the process design to select temperature,laser focusing, power and speed 

systematically. 
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5 RESEARCH APPROACHES 

 

    To reach those research objectives mentioned above, we will first investigate temperature 

dependent optical properties of crystalline silicon under intensive laser irradiation.  This 

investigation is conducted via literature review and experimental validation proposed by 

Ohmura et al, 2008. The absorption of laser energy by silicon is strongly influenced by its 

temperature; in general, a higher temperature leads to a higher absorption .  Taking advantage 

of this property, we intend to create two phenomena for silicon processing purposes.  The 

first phenomenon is called Avalanche Absorption and the second one is called Guided 

Thermal Shock.  

 

 

5.1 Avalanche Absorption and Guided Thermal Shock 

 

    The avalanche absorption can be induced because a laser beam can liberate more free 

carriers along its optical path.  The liberated carriers in turn enhance laser absorption, leading 

to more liberated carriers.  The interaction between the laser and the doped silicon, therefore, 

is a closed-loop process.  In some extreme cases, the absorption becomes unstable, leading to 

the avalanche absorption at a localized spot. When the avalanche absorption occurs, the 

localized avalanche spot becomes completely opaque to the laser beam to absorb all the laser 

energy.  This localized energy absorption induces a sharp temperature gradient and high 

thermal stress, forming a thermal shock propagating away from the avalanche spot.  Because 

silicon is semi-transparent to the near infrared wavelength, we can focus a high quality laser 

beam, such the one from a single mode fiber laser, inside the silicon to create such an 

avalanche spot. 
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    Thermal shock is phenomenon which occurs usually in brittle materials when they are 

subjected to rapid and extreme temperature fluctuations, leading to uneven expansion. This 

uneven expansion causes expansion of molecular to induce stress on the molecular structure 

of the material.  If the thermal gradient is high, this expansion of molecular bond overcomes 

strength of material, causing the crack front to advance. The main factors causing thermal 

shock are low toughness, low thermal conductivity and high thermal expansion coefficient of 

the material. Interestingly, the induced thermal shock can be “guided” so that it does not 

propagate in all directions.  (Thermal Shock – Wikipedia) 
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5.2 Temperature Dependent Optical Properties of Crystalline Silicon 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Measurement of laser absorption coefficient versus temperature up to 

800K(Ohmura et al, 2008) 

 

    The absorption of laser energy by silicon is strongly influenced by its temperature; the 

absorption coefficient μ increases at elevated temperatures due to temperature dependent 

optical properties of crystalline silicon.  The laser absorption coefficient of silicon as a 

function of temperature is shown in Figure 5.1.  The relationship reported is on up to 800 K.  

According to Figure 5.1, the absorption coefficient at 400 K is 40 1/cm and becomes 560 

1/cm at 800 K, which is 14 times the value of 400K. To put these values into perspective, an 

incident laser beam after advancing 10 µm inside a silicon wafer at 400 K will lose 4% of its 

intensity, absorbed by the silicon; while at 800 K, 56% is lost.  Another way to look at these 

numbers is that, at 800 K, an incident laser beam will have nearly 90% of its energy absorbed 

after transmitting 40 µm inside a silicon wafer; therefore, the silicon becomes essentially 

opaque at 800 K. More importantly, as the laser energy is absorbed, it could further increase 

the temperature and thus more laser energy absorption, leading to the Avalanche Absorption 

as discussed in Section 5.1.  If the avalanche absorption occurs, the laser energy will be 
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completely absorbed in a thickness much less than 40 µm even though the initial temperature 

is 800 K.   

 

 

Figure 5.2 Relative penetration depths shown of 355 and 1064 nm laser wavelength 

(Colville and Dunsky, 2008) 

 

Current systems rely more heavily on diode-pumped solid-state lasers operating at 532 or 

355nm because of the significantly higher absorption of crystalline silicon at these shorter 

wavelengths, which are four to five orders of magnitude stronger than 1064nm, and the 

concept is shown as Figure 5.2.  Taking advantage of temperature dependent property of 

silicon, we can compensate for the lower absorption of laser energy with 1064-nm 

wavelength compared with 532 or 355nm. (Colville and Dunsky, 2008) 
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5.3 Modeling of Avalanche Absorption and Guided Thermal Shock 

 

    In (Ohmura et al, 2008), a thermal shock model is developed to explain how cracks are 

achieved in a patented process called stealth dicing, which is used to cut large wafer into 

smaller pieces.  In the stealth dicing, the crack is created for cutting of silicon wafer. Thermal 

shock is also generated to propagate crack in the wafer structure.  The laser ablation method 

can be used for successful dicing of the silicon wafer. The laser beam is focused on the 

surface of the silicon wafer. The wafer surface absorbs the laser energy which causes the 

ablation of the surface as well as it deforms wafer surface by changing the crystalline 

structure of silicon. As the laser is focused into the wafer, there is no damage to the surface 

of the wafer.  This eliminates formation of heat affected zones and the debris pollution which 

occur in conventional laser dicing method 

 

    Ohmura et al, 2008 studied the stealth dicing method for 50μm silicon wafer. A permeable 

nanosecond pulse laser is focused inside the silicon wafer. The pulse energy of 4µJ and the 

pulse width of the half wave height full width value of 150ns were selected during the 

experiment. The wafer is moved in horizontal direction and the scribe is made. He estimated 

that the absorption of 1064nm laser when focused in the silicon wafer depends upon the 

absorption coefficient of the silicon. It is concluded that absorption coefficient increases with 

increase in the temperature of the silicon wafer.  
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Figure 5.3 Time variation of induced high and narrow temperature field distribution 

along central axis(ibid) 

 

    The mechanism of the SD process is described by a heat transfer and thermal shock model 

developed by Ohmura et al 2008.  This model predicts the induced temperature fields at the 

focus position, the subsequent thermal shock front, and the avalanche absorption at the 

thermal shock front shown in Figure 5.3.  The void generation is inferred in Figure 5.3, with 

the evidence of the extremely high and localized temperature rise which is over 16,000 K at 

the focus position of 60 µm. As shown in Figure 5.3, laser absorption begins suddenly at a 

depth of z=60 µm at about t=-45ns, and then a void suddenly appears (on-set of avalanche 

absorption) and a very high and narrow temperature field over 16,000 K is induced.  This 

extremely high temperature field constitutes a thermal shock wave, propagating away.  

However, as the laser beam is irradiated from the top, only the wave front moving upward 

meets the laser beam.  At the wave front, the temperature easily rises nearly 800 K at which 

the laser energy is almost completely absorbed (marked in red circle in Figure 5.3).  Because 

the laser energy is almost completely absorbed at the upward shock front, the shock wave 

front becomes laser guided, “climbing” up along the laser path toward the top surface until 

the laser pulse is completed.  By controlling the focus position, the final crack front and the 
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high density dislocation area can be confined beneath the top surface; therefore, no debris 

generation. The Ohmura model is a typical finite difference model with grids in micron sizes 

with a fixed laser heat source.  The main reason for the model’s success is that it considers 

the temperature dependent optical properties of silicon wafer Figure 5.3.   
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5.4 Void Formations by Different Focus Positions Using Pulsed Laser 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Temperature distributions for different focus positions (Ohmura et al,2008 ) 

 

    The Ohmura model also successfully predicts the patterns of temperature fields when 

focus position is changed, as shown in Figure 5.4.  In the cases of Figure 5.4b and 5.4c, 

where focus positions are at 15 µm and 0 µm (at the surface), the void formation and 

locations are drastically different.  As shown in Figure 5.4b, if the focus position is not deep 

enough and the thermal shock front arrives at the top surface before the laser pulse is 

completed, the remainder of the laser energy will be absorbed at the surface, creating a 

surface groove.  Finally, if the focus position is at the top surface, then the avalanche 

absorption only occurs at the surface to induce a surface groove.  The case of Figure 5.4c 

indicates a probable process that can be explored for edge isolation purposes.  As a result, the 

laser cannot be in focused too deep into the substrate.  For laser edge isolation, the condition 

shown in Figure 5.4c should be maintained. For CW laser edge isolation, it is important to 

explore a groove as deep as possible before the phenomenon shown in Figure 5.4b. 
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5.5 Prediction of Depth of Groove Using A Heat Conduction Welding Model 

 

    In order to achieve high shunt resistances, the laser edge isolation grooves need to be deep 

enough to to isolate p-type and n-type silicon electrically.  The groove depth varies with 

change in speed and laser power.  Using an adaptation of a 2-D heat conduction keyhole laser 

welding model, we are able to predict the groove depth which is important to edge isolation.  

In additon,  a particular groove depth can be achieved by manipulating the corresponding 

process parameters. (Lankalapalli, Tu, et al., 1996)   During the welding processing, a 

keyhole surrounded by molten material is formed after the laser striking the substrate.  Then 

the molten material will fill up the keyhole once the surface tension overcomes the decreased 

vapor pressure , creating a weld. If the power density at the surface is high enough, the vapor 

pressure inside the keyhole will increase to a point where it will eject molten material, 

creating a weld defect called underfill.  During the welding process, the power density can be 

increased by focusing the laser beam near the surface, enhancing this effect and creating a 

groove instead of a weld. Another way to do it is that the molten material can be blown away 

with the help of pressurized gas or water jet. So even though this model is developed for 

predicting the depth of welding process, it can be used to predict the depth achieved during 

scribing process. 

    This model has been previously used to predict welding depths of different materials at 

higher speeds (Lankalapalli, Tu, et al., 1996 and Paleocrassas and Tu, 2007).  The general 

idea of the model is to calculate the heat conduction over an infinitesimally thin layer of 

thickness (depth) dz at a specific distance from the top of the surface, as shown in Figure 5.5.  

To make the model more computatuinally efficient, several assumptions have been made.  

The first assumption is that the walls of the keyhole within this layer are straight and 

cylindrical to the surface so that heat conducted in the z-direction is much less than the heat 

conducted in the radial direction.  Therefore, a conical keyhole can be divided into an 

cylindrical heat sources of varying radii, moving together at a constant speed in each of these 

thin layers.  Also, it is assumed the 100% of the laser power is absorbed in the keyhole. 
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Figure 5.5 Keyhole Profile (Lankalapalli, Tu, et al., 1996) 

 

    Another assumption made is that there is a quasi-steady state environment in which a 

cylindrical surface of radius a, at uniform temperature TV, is moving with a constant speed, v, 

along the x direction, in an infinite medium initially at constant temperature, T0.  Finally, 

assuming that the thermal properties of the medium are constant and that the axis of the 

cylindrical surface passes through the origin of the coordinate system, the governing 

differential equations and boundary conditions for the temperature distribution can be written 

as: 
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where x and y are the surface coordinates, z is the depth coordinate, a is the keyhole radius, v 

is the welding speed,  is the thermal diffusivity, T0 is the initial temperature and VT  is the 

vaporization temperature of the material (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1962). 

 

After several derivations, the following equation which estimates penetration was found as 

(Lankalapalli, Tu, et al., 1996) 
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the material and ci are coefficients to a polynomial fit 

to the equation that was evaluated numerically for 100 different values of Pe in the operating 

range of  0.0125 - 0.75 
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is the closed-form solution in polar coordinates (r,) of the aforementioned governing 

differential equation with the specified boundary conditions for the temperature distribution, 

where Pe = v*a / (2) is the Péclet number, r
*
 = r/a is the normalized radial coordinate, n = 1 

for n = 0 and 2 for n  1, In is a modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order n and Kn 

is a modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n. 

During the welding process, the material melts inside the weld area. This molten material can 

be blown away with the help of pressurized assist gas or water jet. So even though this model 

is developed for predicting the depth of welding process, it can be used to predict the depth 

achieved during scribing process. 
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5.6 Hypothesis of Temperature Manipulation of Crystalline Silicon 

 

Due to temperature dependent optical properties of crystalline silicon that the absorption of 

laser energy by silicon increases at elevated temperatures, the lower absorption of laser 

energy of 1064-nm wavelength can be compensated, and therefore a deeper edge isolation 

groove can be created by preheating the silicon to specific temperature.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Prediction of Variation of Depth in Silicon at Different Initial Temperature 

 

Figure 5.6 shows the predicted variation of depth in Silicon, at different initial temperatures 

(T= 300K – 500 K) for a processing speed range of 75-500 mm/s using the 2-D welding 

model.  Depth values were calculated using equation 5.4 (see Appendix  for MATLAB 

model).  
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Figure 5.7 Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity for high purity Si.(Glassbrenner 

and Slack, 1964) 

 

From Figure 5.7 it indicates that the thermal conductivity k is the function of temperature T, 

so once the initial temperature of the silicon changes, the material has different k.  Silicon has 

the highest thermal conductivity at 40K; after that, when the temperature goes higher, the k 

value becomes lower and lower.  In equation 5.4, the value of d is determined by the product 

of  k and (TV -T0) if other terms are constant.  The product of  k and (TV -T0) becomes 

smaller at the temperature higher than 40K, so it makes the depth become larger.  Another 

explanation in terms of physics is that due to the lower thermal conductivity,  the heat 

transferring across materials is less, so at the local spot more substrate is melted and 

vaporized by laser. 
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During the welding process, the material melts inside the weld area. This molten material can 

be blown away with the help of pressurized assist gas or water jet. So even though this model 

is developed for predicting the depth of welding process, it can be used to predict the depth 

achieved during scribing process.   
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6 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

 

 

Figure 6.1 300 W Ytterbium, Single-mode fiber laser power unit 

 

A 300 W Ytterbium, Single-Mode, Fiber Laser (Figure 6.1) is used for this research.  A 

NEMA two-phase 220V outlet provides electric power to the laser.  Its near infrared 

(1,075 nm) beam is fiber deliverable and comes out of the collimator as a cylindrical 5 

mm beam.  The laser beam quality is near Gaussian (M2 ~ 1.04).  
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Figure 6.2 Optical isolator connection to collimator, used to divert away reflected laser 

light into a beam dump 

 

An optical isolator (shown in Figure 6.2) was attached to the collimator and is used to divert 

any reflected light away from the collimator in order to avoid damage to the fiber due the 

high reflectivity of aluminum.  The beam diameter and beam quality were modified slightly 

(beam diameter~7 mm, M2 ~ 1.15). 
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Figure 6.3 XYZ Linear motors with attached work plate fixture 
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Figure 6.4 Galil XYZ axes motion controllers 

 

The Parker Automation XY linear motors (Figure 6.3) are used to move the workpieces 

and the Z linear motor is used to move the laser head setup, as well as the focusing of the 

laser beam; they are controlled by the Galil XYZ axes motion controllers (Figure 6.4). For 

the XY linear motors, they have a resolution of 0.5 μm and a range of 1 m.   The maximum 

acceleration and deceleration is ± 2 g’s and maximum speed is 1.5 m/s.  On the other hand, 

the Z linear motor has a resolution of 0.63 μm and a range of 0.11m.  The maximum 

acceleration and deceleration is ± 2 g’s and maximum speed is 0.5 m/s. 
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Figure 6.5 dSPACE 4.0 data acquisition system and circuit control box  

 

The data acquisition system used is dSPACE 4.0 (Figure 6.5). It is mainly used as an external 

control for the laser and for acquiring data from sensors (photodiode).  This helps automate 

the operation of the laser.  Simulink is used to create different operation schemes and can be 

synchronized with the movement of the linear motors. 

 

The circuit control box (Figure 6.5) is designed to control single and multiple pulses of the 

laser.  Outputs are connected to BNC connectors for monitoring of the process time, the first 

pulse length, subsequent pulse lengths, and the overall output.  Manual set and reset push 

buttons are connected as well as BNC connects for set and reset for computer control.  
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Figure 6.6 Beam expander and laser head setup 

 

A 3x beam expander is used in combination with the 100.1 mm OptoSigma triplet lens to 

obtain a minimum focus spot size of 12.01 μm.  Equation 6.1 shows how to calculate the 

minimum spot size. 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………….(6.1) 

 

Figure 6.6 shows the optical setup.  The laser beam is centered with respect to the beam 

expander and the laser head.  The laser head contains the focusing triplet and can be adjusted 

using the outer ring.  At the bottom of the cutting head there is a chamber that allows for 

shielding to flow out through the welding nozzle.  This chamber is sealed by a special cover 

glass and a rubber gasket. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Tektronix 3012B oscilloscope 

 

For data acquisition, a Tektronix 3012B oscilloscope was used, shown in Figure 6.7.  It 

has two input channels and the sampling rate capabilities go up to 100 MHz.  It always 

acquires 10,000 samples and the sampling rate is determined by the time range that is chosen. 
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Figure 6.8 Zeiss Inverted Microscope 

 

The Zeiss (Figure 6.8) inverted microscope was used to enlarge all the grooves cross-sections 

and obtain pictures.  There are a number of different magnifications that can be obtained.  

The current objectives are 2.5x, 8x, 16x, 40x and 80x.  There is also an additional 2x 

magnification factor that can be multiplied to these aforementioned objective magnifications.     

Also, the eyepieces provide the user with a 10x magnification.  Therefore, the maximum 

magnification that can be obtained is 1600x. 
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Figure 6.9 K-type thermocouple 

 

In this research thermocouples shown in Figure 6.9 are used to measure the temperature of 

solar cell when it is preheated. The type of thermocouple used is a K-type thermocouple from 

Omega Engineering Inc. These are bonded to a wire by a high temperature, thermally 

conductive, and electrically insulating cement, also from Omega Engineering Inc. These 

thermocouples are connected to a custom low noise thermocouple amplifier purchased from 

Lawson Labs to amplify the signal of the thermocouples. The output from the amplifier is 

connected to a D-Space DS1104 real-time data acquisition system, and this is the instrument 

that actually records the “temperature”, which is actually just a voltage from the amplifier.  A 

Simulink model is used to convert the voltage to temperature in the D-Space software. 
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Figure 6.10 Experimental Setup 

 

The way we conducted the experiments with different initial temperature was that the 

soldering iron was attached at the front side of the solar cell when it was on the servo table, 

and then thermocouple was used to measure the temperature from the top of solar cell.  When 

solar cell was heated up to certain temperature, the soldering iron and thermocouple were 

removed away immediately and then a groove was made.  The procedure was repeated for 

each groove to maintain target temperature for accuracy.  
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7 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The experimental procedures to achieve the research objectives are as following 

 Study of silicon optical properties 

 Modeling the laser scribing process 

 Experimental investigation for the effects of temperature control, laser focusing, 

power and scribing speed 

 

7.1 Transmission test of LASER through Si wafer with different initial temperatures 

The experiment was carried out to check the transmission of the LASER through Si wafer 

with active temperature control. InGaAS photodiode was aligned below the beam expander.  

First of all, the laser power was set to 10% power (30W) and the photodiode output was 

checked without placing out Si wafer above the photodiode.  Laser power was increased in 

steps of 5% (15 W) to 100% (300W) and the photodiode out puts were recorded.  Next, 

repeat all the steps with placing Si wafer above the photodiode and the outputs were recorded.  

Last, repeat all the steps with placing Si wafer above the photodiode and with a preheating 

source to Si wafer.  Initial temperature was changed by heating up the silicon wafer till the 

temperature reached 400K, and the photodiode out puts were recorded.  There were totally 

three sets of data recorded.  For each output curve of photodiode, steady state values were 

calculated.  Depending on these steady state values, the graph was plotted.  
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7.2 Controlling parameters for the edge isolation process 

 

The edge isolation grooves are done by the laser scribing process, which can be controlled by 

adjusting various process parameters which include processing speed, laser power, focus 

position and temperature control.  Experiments were done to examine effect of each 

processing parameter on the edge isolation process.  During the experiments, only one 

processing parameter was changed in order to examine the effect of each processing 

parameter.  An acceptable range of each parameter is determined from the results of these 

experiments.  

7.2.1 Laser Focusing Test 

 

Before conducting experiments, the focus position of the laser beam needed to be determined.  

A small steel piece with 0.8 mm thickness was chosen to determine the focus position. The 

plate was sandwiched securely between the aluminum fixtures using the clips. The fixture 

was supported by 70 mm posts and it was fixed using clamps on the platform. Flatness of the 

plate in x-y plane was checked by dial gauge till the flatness of 0.0001” was achieved.  The 

height of the surface of the steel plate was calculated from measurements of height gauge and 

the dial gauge.  This height was recorded to determine correct focus position for further 

experiments.  A single pulse of 27.2 μs was selected as an input to the laser.  Laser power of 

300W was selected during the experiment.  First spot was made on the steel plate by 

adjusting z-position of the laser.  After each pulse was shot, focus position was increased by 

10 μm.  Several spots were made by shooting single pulses.  Spot diameters were measured 

on the inverted microscope.  A graph was plotted using spot diameter measurements and 

corresponding focus position.  A suitable focus position was determined from the data points 

at the tip of the curve. 
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7.2.2 Different initial temperatures on edge isolation groove 

 

A 2 cm x 4.5 cm solar cell of thickness 220 μm was selected to perform this experiment.  The 

wafer was sandwiched securely between the aluminum fixtures using clamps. The fixture 

was supported by 70 mm posts and it was fixed using clamps. Flatness of the fixture plate in 

x-y plane was checked by dial gauge till the flatness of 0.0001” was achieved. The laser 

power was set to minimum. The minimum power that can be adjusted is 30W with the setup 

available. Processing speed of 75mm/s was set while performing the experiment.  Laser was 

focused on the surface of the solar cell. Initial temperature was changed by heating up the 

solar cell till the temperature reached to specific temperature such as 300K (room 

temperature), 350K, 400K and finally 450K. One groove was created for each initial 

temperature.  Sample was then observed under inverted microscope to determine geometry of 

the grooves. All the steps were repeated twice to create two more set for comparison to see if 

repeatable.   

 

Figure 7.1 Illustration of crack-free edge isolation process with prescribed temperture 

field 
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7.2.3 Different power on edge isolation groove 

 

A 2 cm x 4.5 cm solar cell of thickness 220 μm was selected to perform this experiment.  The 

wafer was sandwiched securely between the aluminum fixtures using clamps. The fixture 

was supported by 70 mm posts and it was fixed using clamps. Flatness of the fixture plate in 

x-y plane was checked by dial gauge till the flatness of 0.0001” was achieved. The laser 

power was set to minimum. The minimum power that can be adjusted is 30W with the setup 

available. Processing speed of 75mm/s was set while performing the experiment.  Laser was 

focused on the surface of the solar cell.  The temperature was set to 293K (room temperature).  

Initially 10% (30W) laser power was selected as it was the minimum power which could be 

selected with current setup. One groove was created for each power.  After creating each 

groove, power was then increased by 1% (3W) till 20% (60W). Sample was then observed 

under inverted microscope to determine geometry of the grooves. All the steps were repeated 

twice to create two more set for comparison to see if repeatable. 

 

7.2.4 Different scribing speed on edge isolation groove 

 

A 2 cm x 4.5 cm solar cell of thickness 220 μm was selected to perform this experiment.  The 

wafer was sandwiched securely between the aluminum fixtures using clamps. The fixture 

was supported by 70 mm posts and it was fixed using clamps. Flatness of the fixture plate in 

x-y plane was checked by dial gauge till the flatness of 0.0001” was achieved. The laser 

power was set to minimum. The minimum power that can be adjusted is 30W with the setup 

available.  Laser was focused on the surface of the solar cell.  The temperature was set to 

293K (room temperature).  Initially scribing speed was selected as 75mm/s and then 

100mm/s, then increased by 50mm/s till 500mm/s. Sample was then observed under inverted 

microscope to determine geometry of the grooves. All the steps were repeated twice to create 

two more set for comparison to see if repeatable. 
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8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

8.1 The result of transmission of the laser through silicon with different temperature 
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Figure 8.1 Transmission of the laser through silicon wafer under different temperature 

 

According to Figure 8.1, the result of transmission test proves the hypothesis that silicon has 

the temperature dependent optical property that when the temperature is higher, the silicon 

would absorb more optical energy.  The way it is interpreted is that,  first, the ratio of without 

Si-wafer to with Si-wafer at 300K is higher rather than constant when the power is increased, 

which means that at higher power the silicon absorbs more power, so less power penetrates 

through the silicon.  The reason is that the higher power induces higher temperature field in 

silicon when laser power is incident in, and then the higher temperature field results in higher 

absorption.  Second, at 400K the photodiode output is less than 300K, which means more 

power is absorbed at 400K.  Therefore, higher initial temperature can be a tool to enhance the 

absorption of laser energy without using higher laser power. 
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8.2 Effect of different powers on the grooves 

 

 

 Figure 8.2 Depth of the grooves at different powers on the solar cell  

 

As shown in Figure 8.2,  when the power of the laser is increased, the width of the groove 

also increases.  However, at the powers more than 39W, we can clearly see the presence of 

cracks, which are undesirable to edge isolation and can result in failure of solar cell.  It 

proves that the micro cracks can be form in longer laser wavelengths processing. (Colville 

and Dunsky, 2008)   The reason the cracks formed is that the localized energy absorption 

induces a sharp temperature and high thermal stress, and the thermal stress overcomes 

strength of material, causing the crack.  From this experiment we learn that to have crack-

free edge isolation the laser power has to be set as low as possible. 
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 Figure 8.3 Width of the grooves at different powers on the solar cell  

 

As shown in Figure 8.3,  when the power of the laser is increased, the width of the groove 

also increases.  However, at the powers more than 39W, we can clearly see the presence of 

cracks, which are undesirable to edge isolation and can result in failure of solar cell.  It 

proves that the micro cracks can be form in longer laser wavelengths processing. (Colville 

and Dunsky, 2008)   The reason the cracks formed is that the localized energy absorption 

induces a sharp temperature and high thermal stress, and the thermal stress overcomes 

strength of material, causing the crack.  From this experiment we learn that to have crack-

free edge isolation the laser power has to be set as low as possible. 
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Figure 8.4 Effect of power on depth and width of the groove 

 

As it is mentioned above, when the power of the laser is increased, the width and depth of the 

groove also increases.  In Figure 8.4 it shows how the increasing power influences the depth 

and width of the grooves.  For the change of width, there is a sudden jump between 39W and 

42W; the width at 42W is two times of the width at 39W.  On the other hand, the sudden 

jump happened between 36W and 39W on the depth of the groove, and the value at 39W 

approximately one and half times at 36W.  This phenomenon implies that from 36W to 42W 

there must have been a threshold condition of stronger avalanche absorption; the thermal 

absorption coefficient of silicon is different before and after the threshold condition. 
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Figure 8.5 Variation of penetration depth of solar cell at different power settings 

 

Figure.8.5 shows the differences between the experimental results cell at different power 

settings and the prediction of the 2-D model.  The star marks in different colors represent the 

experimental results, and the curves represent the 2-D model.  When the power is lower than 

36W, the result is predictable.  The reason why the experimental results below 36W is 

smaller than 2-D model is because the model is assumed that 100% of the laser power is 

absorbed in the keyhole, but the absorption of silicon wafer is not 100% at room temperature.  

When the power is higher than 39W, the results become unpredictable.   
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8.3 Effect of different initial temperatures on the grooves 

 

 

Figure 8.6 Depth of the grooves at different initial temperature on the solar cell 

 

Figure 8.6 shows how the different initial temperature influences the grooves.  It clearly 

indicates that the higher the initial temperature is, the deeper the groove is, and it is 

absolutely a strong evidence of the temperature dependent property.  When the temperature is 

increased, the contour of the groove does not change very much; it still maintains the conical 

shape.   
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Figure 8.7 Width of the grooves at different initial temperature on the solar cell  

 

 

 

Figure 8.8 Effect of initial temperature on depth and width of the groove 
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As we can see in Figure 8.7, there is no presence of crack at each different position, so the 

change of initial temperature is not the factor to cause this problem.  In Figure 8.8 above, it 

shows the relationship between depth and width when the temperature is increased.  

Although the depth and the width both increase when the temperature is higher, the width 

does not rise as much as the depth.  The depth at 450K is more than twice of the depth at 

300K, but the width in the same condition is less than twice.  The depth of the groove 

increases because the laser absorption coefficient is higher at higher temperature the initial 

formation of keyhole is deeper, which means less laser power penetrates through the solar 

cell.  The result is consistent with the transmission test. 

 

 

Figure 8.9 Effect of power on depth and width of the groove with different temperature 

 

Another experiment was conducted to help us have better understanding of the temperature 

dependent property.  Figure 8.9 shows that the relationship between power on depth and 

width of the groove with different temperature, in order to examine the laser absorption at 

different temperature when power is increased.  According Figure 8.9, the higher temperature 
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induces deeper grooves.  In addition, the sudden jump mentioned before happened between 

45W and 48W at 300K; however, at 400K it happened earlier between 42W and 45W.  This 

result means the higher temperature can make the stronger avalanche absorption happen at 

the lower power; it is another way to see the temperature dependent property. 

 

 

Figure 8.10Variation of penetration depth of solar cell at different initial temperature 

 

Figure 8.10 shows the differences between the experimental results at different initial 

temperature and the prediction of the 2-D model.  The star marks in different colors represent 

the experimental results, and the curves are the 2-D model.  The results are predictable, and 

there is not much difference between the results and the model.  The reason why the 

experimental results are smaller than 2-D model is because the model is assumed that 100% 

of the laser power is absorbed in the keyhole, but the absorption of silicon wafer is not 100% 
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at room temperature.  When the initial temperature is higher, the absorption is closer to 100%, 

so that is why at higher temperature the experimental results are closer to the 2-D model. 

 

8.4 Effect of different speeds on the groove 

 

 

Figure 8.11 Depth of the grooves at different speed on the solar cell 

 

Figure 8.14 shows the result of different speed on the welding depth.  It can be observed that 

the depth of the groove becomes shallower as the scribing speed is increased.  The result fits 

the 2-D welding model (Lankalapalli, Tu, et al., 1996); the higher speed results in larger 

Péclet number, and the larger Péclet number is, the shallower the groove is.  The contour of 

the grooves do not change much, still remaining the conical shape when the speed is higher. 
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Figure 8.12 Width of the grooves at different speed on the solar cell  

 

 

Figure 8.13 Width of the grooves at different speed on the solar cell  
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As we can see in Figure 8.15, there is no presence of crack on each groove at different speed, 

so the scribing speed is not the factor to cause this problem.  Figure 8.16 shows the effect of 

focus position on the depth and width of the groove.  The depth and the width both decrease 

when the scribing speed is higher, but the effect on the width is not distinct; the difference is 

only 5.1 μm between 75mm/s and 500mm/s.  On the other hand, the effect on depth is much 

more obvious to be observed. 

 

Figure 8.14 Variation of penetration depth of solar cell at different processing speeds 

Figure 8.17 shows the differences between the experimental results cell at different 

processing speeds and the prediction of the 2-D model.  The star marks in different colors 

represent the experimental results, and the curves represent  the 2-D model.  The 2-D model 

predicts the results very well; the results follow the trend of the curve.  The reason why the 

experimental results are smaller than 2-D model is because the model is assumed that 100% 

of the laser power is absorbed in the keyhole, but the absorption of silicon wafer is not 100% 

at room temperature. 
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8.5 Systematic process design optimization 

 

 

Figure 8.15 Ratio of depth and width of the groove at different powers 

 

To optimize the edge isolation grooves to ensure the maximum area for sunlight absorption 

and better efficiency, those groove must be as deep and narrow as possible, which means the 

higher aspect ratio of the groove is preferred.  Figure 8.18 is the result calculated from depth 

and width of the groove at different powers.  We can learn from Figure 8.17 that at the lower 

power the ratio is higher, so using the lower power as possible can ensure not only crack-free 

groove but also better efficiency of solar cell. 
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Figure 8.16 Ratio of depth and width of the groove at different temperature 

 

To optimize the edge isolation grooves to ensure the maximum area for sunlight absorption 

and better efficiency, those groove must be as deep and narrow as possible, which means the 

higher aspect ratio of the groove is preferred.  Figure 8.19 is the result calculated from depth 

and width of the groove at different temperature.  We can learn from Figure 8.19 that at the 

higher temperature the ratio is higher, so increasing the temperature of solar cell as high as 

possible can ensure better aspect ratio grooves, resulting in better efficiency of solar cell. 
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Figure 8.17 Ratio of depth and width of the groove at different processing speed 

 

To optimize the edge isolation grooves to ensure the maximum area for sunlight absorption 

and better efficiency, those groove must be as deep and narrow as possible, which means the 

higher aspect ratio of the groove is preferred.  Figure 8.19 is the result calculated from depth 

and width of the groove at different processing speed.  The ratio of the scribing speed does 

not change very much from low to high.  As far as the processing time is concerned, the 

faster speed is preferable. 
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9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The objectives of this research are to study temperature dependent optical properties of 

crystalline silicon and to investigate the feasibility of temperature manipulation for crack-free 

laser isolation.  The absorption of laser energy by silicon is strongly influenced by its 

temperature; the absorption coefficient μ increases at elevated temperatures due to 

temperature dependent optical properties of crystalline silicon.  Taking advantage of 

temperature dependent optical properties of silicon, one can compensate for the lower 

absorption of laser energy with 1064-nm wavelength. 

 

Based on our study, it is true that if a preheating heat source is given, the laser absorption of 

silicon increases so that a deeper and wilder groove can be created.  A 2-D welding model 

can predict the penetration depth inside the silicon.  By using this model, the results of 

different process parameters such as scribing speed, incident power, and initial temperature 

can be estimated and predicted.  The deep focus by pulsed laser explains the condition for 

void formation inside the material. 

 

Experimental procedures were carried out to examine the theoretical analysis. The effects of 

the different process parameters on the geometry of grooves are studied.  Systematic process 

design optimization for edge isolation is developed in order to ensure the maximum area for 

sunlight absorption and better efficiency.  High preheating temperature field is preferable to 

make silicon have better laser absorption.  Laser at lower power can avoid cracks and ensure 

higher aspect ratio groove.  Focus position at 60 μm deep into the substrate has the highest 

aspect ratio groove, and focus position deeper that 160 μm deep into the substrate should be 

avoided for crack-free edge isolation.  Last, the processing speed has little effect on the 

groove, but high speed is preferable as far as the time efficiency is concerned.  
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10 FUTURE WORK 

 

In this research, it is mainly focused on studying study temperature dependent optical 

properties of crystalline silicon.  Taking advantage of the properties, the temperature 

manipulation of crystalline silicon can be achieved for the edge isolation processing. 

However, the temperature dependent optical properties still can be explored further.  If we 

can find ways to control the avalanche spot location and the propagation direction of the 

thermal shock, it becomes feasible to manipulate the nano-crystalline structure of doped 

silicon at specific locations not only for edge isolation but also for cutting purpose.   

 

In the future, it is worth solving for a temperature inversion problem to determine the 

requirements of laser power, speed, and focusing position in order to achieve a prescribed 

temperature field.  With the temperature field induced by laser heating more accurately 

predicted and the favorable conditions of the avalanche absorption determined, we can now 

define a desirable temperature field for manipulating nano-crystalline structure.  To induce 

this desired temperature field, we seek to solve an inversion problem to determine the 

necessary laser control such that the actual temperature field can approach the desired 

temperature field. 
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APPENDIX 
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Appendix A. MATLAB program for Penetration Depth vs Initial Temperature 

% Depth Penetration for Silicon 

clear; 

clc; 

% Material Properties of Silicon 

k = [149 119 98.9 87.5 76.2]; % Thermal conductivity in W/(m*K) 

alpha = 15e-6;%80e-6;         % Thermal diffusivity in m^2/s 

Tv = 2628;               % Vaporization temperature in K 

% Model constants 

C = [1.4359 11.461 -10.704 6.6166]; 

% Welding conditions 

Pi = 36 ;          % Incident power in W 

v = [.075];          % Welding speed in m/s 

a0 = 30e-6;                           % Spot radius in m 

T0 = [300 350 400 450 500];                            % Ambient temperature in K 

PS=75:25:500; 

%Pe0=0.0125:0.0001:0.7500; 

for i = 1:18 

    Pe0=0.075/2:0.025/2:0.5/2; 

    %Pe0=0.0125:0.1475:0.75; 

    %Pe0(i) = v(i) * a0 / (2 * alpha); 

    for j = 1:5 

        d(i,j) = (Pi / (k(j).* (Tv - T0(j)))) * (1 / (C(1) / 1 * Pe0(i)^(1-1) + C(2) / 2 * Pe0(i)^(2-1) 

+ C(3) / 3 * Pe0(i)^(3-1) + C(4) / 4 * Pe0(i)^(4-1))); 

end 

end 

spd = [75 80 85 90 95 100 130]; 

hold on; 

plot(PS, d(:,1),'r');%, 'ro' 'ko' 'kx' 'k+' 'k.' 'k*' 
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plot(PS, d(:,2),'g'); 

plot(PS, d(:,3),'b'); 

plot(PS, d(:,4),'k'); 

plot(PS, d(:,5),'c'); 

plot(75, 46.4*10^-6,'r*',75, 70.1*10^-6,'g*',75, 87*10^-6,'b*',75, 103.7*10^-6,'k*'); 

h = legend('300K','350K','400K','450K','500K',5); 

set(h,'Interpreter','none') 

xlabel('Processing Speed in mm/s') 

ylabel('Penetration Depth in m') 

title('Prediction of Depth of Grooves at Different Initial Temperature') 

axis([70 500 0 15e-5]); 

grid 

hold off; 

 


